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Reminder: hadronic Z decays
See my talk at the TLEP workshop in April 2013

 precision achievable using the hadr. partial width of the Z
 precision achievable using hadr. tau decays

See also TLEP study, arXiv:1308.6176:
with a 5x10-5 exp. precision expected, an uncert. of ~0.0002 achievable for αs from hadr. Z decays 
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pert. scale uncertainty, using latest NNNLO pred:
~0.0002  (absolute uncertainty on αs),  
see arXiv:0801.1821 and 1201.5804
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Reminder: hadronic tau decays

also known at NNNLO
approach taken at LEP: fit simultaneously 
αs  and the non-pert. coefficients, by 
measuring various moments.
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From moments-measurements at LEP: 
the non-perturbative contributions turn out to be (surprisingly) small 

eg. ALEPH: δ
NP

 = - 0.0059 ±  0.0014

it would definitely be interesting to measure such moments again, with much improved precision. Eg. 
an uncertainty on δNP of  < 0.0005

Regarding the discussion on the control of pert. higher-order 
contributions, and other theoretical issues:

see eg. talk by T. Pich at this workshop 

�↵s(m⌧ ) ⇡ ⇡ · ��NP
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End <Reminder>
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Hadronic W branching ratio
See TLEP study, arXiv:1308.6176:
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Hadronic W branching ratio
See TLEP study, arXiv:1308.6176:

Note: from the three measurements above, obviously also possible to
extract the hadronic partial width of the W, 
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Theoretical predictions for hadr. ΓW

For recent work, see D. Kara, arXiv:1307.7190, and references therein
or also the PDG review by Erler and Langacker

from D. Kara, arXiv:1307.7190
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Extracting αs from the hadr. W BR
modulo leptonic mass corrections:

Therefore:
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currently
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attention:

this would lead to a 
1.5% rel. uncert. !!

But no problem, if 0.5 MeV 
uncert. is achieved as estimated 

in the TLEP paper. 

and thus:
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So: with current exp. precision it is impossible to extract a precision measurement of αs .

Even if ΓW is measured at TLEP at the 10-5 level, the CKM knowledge is a show-stopper.
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Limiting factors
uncertainty from CKM elements:
(ignoring correlations)

taking the numbers
from the PDG:
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Limiting factors
uncertainty from CKM elements:
(ignoring correlations)

taking the numbers
from the PDG:

Ways out?
Just assume unitarity, then V=2, and you are done. 
Might be interesting to invest some work in estimating the uncertainty on the most relevant CKM 
elements, when taking into account all constraints and correlations.
taking the ratio of the hadr. W BR and the hadr. tau BR doesn’t help, because for the tau only Vud 
counts, which is known to high precision.
Of course, I cannot exclude other future measurements of Vcs, but to a precision at the 0.1 per-mille 
level, as needed?   
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Side remarks
obviously, using B(had) instead of the partial width, doesn’t alter the problem:
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Side remarks
obviously, using B(had) instead of the partial width, doesn’t alter the problem:

remember the tau case: there is probably interest to constrain better the non-pert. and unknown
higher order contributions:

)
)

Thus: if αs constrained at the per-mille level by another measurement, and Rtau measured at the
sub-per-mille level, then these non-pert. contributions could be constrained at the few % level!
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So, my proposal:

9

You assume CKM unitarity, then an abs. precision on αs(MW) of ~0.0002
appears feasible (based on a future MW measurement at the <1 MeV level), or:
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Invert the problem indicated here:
(similar idea already used in the past by ALEPH, at LEP2)
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So, my proposal:

Perform measurements of the hadronic BRs of the Z, the W and Tau at TLEP at the 
best possible precision, eg. ~ 5x10-5

Assume that the running of αs as predicted by QCD is correct at the per-mille level
to be studied: exact impact on precision achievable when running to low scales, and passing the charm threshold

Extract αs(MZ) from the hadr. BR of the Z, at precision of ~0.0002, calculate αs(MW)

and use this to constrain V = Sum(V2qq’) at the sub per-mille level!

Run the αs(MZ) extracted above to αs(Mtau) and constrain the non-pert. coefficients 
and possible unknown HO terms to a precision of a few per-cent.

Thus, a nice overall set of measurements to constrain a number of relevant terms.
9
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